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Distribution jobs and logistics jobs are some of the most highly sought jobs today. This is a result of
the growing realization of their importance in todayâ€™s modern economic scenario. Managing a
warehouse and handling the logistics of a company is no easy task. It requires serious hard work
and dedication. That is why these jobs offer so lucrative pay packages to those who are willing to
work their way to the top.

But finding good distribution jobs and logistics jobs is not very simple. There are thousands of
candidates for these jobs, and it is possible to get stuck in a dead-end logistic or distribution job if
you donâ€™t take care to find a suitable post. Here are three tips to help you find the right distribution
and logistics vacancies:

1.	Be Clear about your Career Goals: You should be aware of what you are looking for, and what fits
you when you set out to look out for distribution and logistics jobs. For example, if you are more of a
people person and hate the idea of being cooped up in an office, then you should consider looking
for a distribution job like a field sales executive, instead of a desk job in the logistics industry, like
that of a ware house manager, for instance. So do your research carefully about all the type of jobs
there are, and see which most suits you.

2.	Register with a Logistics Recruitment Agency: Now that you have decided what you would like to
become, you should register yourself with a good logistics recruitment agency, which will help you
access a large database of logistics and distribution jobs. You will be able to search for jobs
according to specific criteria, like location, job profile and remuneration.  A reliable logistics
recruitment agency will also offer you services like email alerts of the latest jobs that match your
criteria. However, you first need to make sure that a particular agency is a good one by taking a look
at the list of recruiters that are using its services, and seeing how many candidates it has
successfully placed.

3.	Apply intelligently: Another thing that you need to keep in mind while looking for jobs in the
distribution and logistics field is that you should be aware of your preferences while applying for
these jobs. You should know whether you prefer to work with a big company in a smaller job, or with
a smaller company in a job that has more responsibilities, irrespective of pay. The former may
actually be more lucrative, but the latter may give you more opportunities for advancement.
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Logistics job shop is a Bristol-based a logistics recruitment agency that specializes in resourcing for,
a freight jobs and Distribution Jobs.  DBC is run by a management team which has gained extensive
'hands on' a supply chain jobs and logistics recruitment experience.
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